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A B S T R A C T   

Smart Crowd management (SCM) solutions can mitigate overcrowding disasters by implementing efficient crowd 
learning models that can anticipate critical crowd conditions and potential catastrophes. Developing an SCM 
solution involves monitoring crowds and modelling their dynamics. Crowd monitoring produces vast amounts of 
data, with features such as densities and speeds, which are essential for training and evaluating crowd learning 
models. By and large, crowd datasets can be classified as real (e.g., real monitoring of crowds) or synthetic (e.g., 
simulation of crowds). Using real crowd datasets can produce effective and reliable crowd learning models. 
However, acquiring real crowd data faces several challenges, including the expensive installation of a sensory 
infrastructure, the data pre-processing costs and the lack of real datasets that cover particular crowd scenarios. 
Consequently, crowd management literature has adopted simulation tools for generating synthetic datasets to 
overcome the challenges associated with their real counterparts. The majority of existing datasets, whether real 
or synthetic, can be used for crowd counting applications or analysing the activities of individuals rather than 
collective crowd behaviour. Accordingly, this paper demonstrates the process of generating bespoke synthetic 
crowd datasets that can be used for crowd anomaly detection and prediction, using the MassMotion crowd 
simulator. The developed datasets present two types of crowd anomalies; namely, high densities and contra-flow 
walking direction. These datasets are: SIMulated Crowd Data (SIMCD)-Single Anomaly and SIMCD-Multiple 
Anomalies for anomaly detection tasks, besides two SIMCD-Prediction datasets for crowd prediction tasks. 
Furthermore, the paper demonstrates the data preparation (pre-processing) process by aggregating the data and 
proposing new essential features, such as the level of crowdedness and the crowd severity level, that are useful 
for developing crowd prediction and anomaly detection models.   

1. Introduction 

A crowd is a large gathering of people for either predefined (e.g., 
sports or pilgrimage events) or spontaneous (e.g., random gathering by 
chance or coincidence) purposes. Helbing and Johansson (2013) defined 
a crowd as an “Agglomeration of many people in the same area at the 
same time. The density of people is assumed to be high enough to cause 
continuous interactions, or reactions, with other individuals.” The 

density, flow and speed of movement are the main characteristics of a 
crowd that can determine its critical condition (Johansson, Helbing, Al- 
Abideen, & Al-Bosta, 2008b). Crowd density defines the number of 
people per unit area at a particular time (Helbing & Johansson, 2013; 
Schauer, Werner, & Marcus, 2014). The density and speed govern the 
crowd flow rate; an increase in the crowd density slows the movement 
speed and vice versa (Smith, 1995). Crowd disasters can result from 
individuals’ behaviour, such as space-seeking or panic or from the 
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breakdown of co-ordination, such as the removal of physical barriers. 
Pedestrians’ interactions in a crowd do not adhere to previously agreed 
rules or regulations. Their movements, governed by self-organising 
motion patterns, shape the form of crowd flow (e.g., lane formation, 
stop and go waves or turbulence). Thus, a crowd could occur anywhere 
at any time after reaching a specific density or following a disruption in 
speed and flow. 

Overcrowding (a.k.a. congestion or dense crowding) occurs when 
the number of people exceeds the level that can be comfortably 
accommodated. The potential for overcrowding happens daily at a va-
riety of locations such as transport hubs (Toto, Rundensteiner, Li, Jor-
dan, Ishutkina, Claypool, & Zhang, 2016), large events (such as 
pilgrimage) (Felemban et al., 2020) and also in urban areas (Wu, Dong, 
Huang, Xu, Wang, & Chawla, 2017; Zhang et al., 2020). Overcrowding 
without an efficient crowd management system can lead to dangerous 
congestion or stampede resulting in injury or death (Franke, Lukowicz, 
& Blanke, 2015; Helbing & Mukerji, 2012). For example, the absence of 
an effective crowd management system during a large pilgrimage event 
resulted in excessive congestion and significant loss of life (BBC, 2015). 
This emphasises the need for crowd management solutions for large- 
scale events as well as daily activities to ensure people’s safe, smooth 
movement. 

Large crowds are influenced by a range of physical and socio- 
psychological characteristics (dynamic features) arising from different 
crowd behaviour and result in different normal or abnormal behaviour 
(Challenger, Clegg, & Robinson, 2009; Zitouni, Sluzek, & Bhaskar, 
2019). For example, density and flow measurements differ based on 
demographic and geographic characteristics, which, in turn, affect the 
design of facilities and the assessment of capacity restrictions when 
holding large-scale events in different countries (Helbing & Johansson, 
2013). The literature identifies several characteristics that describe 
crowd motion patterns. These characteristics include the dimension or 
spatial information (e.g., area, number of pedestrians and density), 
movements or temporal information (e.g., speed and acceleration), ve-
locity or spatial–temporal information (e.g., direction and flow rate) and 
social behaviour (e.g., crowd activities) (Draghici & Steen, 2018). 
Hence, different standards define typical behaviour for different crowd 
types (Helbing, Farkas, Molnar, & Vicsek, 2002). 

Understanding crowd dynamics and the implications of crowd 
characteristics contributes to decision making in artificial intelligence 
applications, indicating critical or undesirable situations that can be 
predicted and avoided (Helbing & Johansson, 2013)(Helbing, Buzna, 
Johansson, & Werner, 2005). There is ample evidence in the literature to 
confirm that early detection of changes in crowd behaviour, such as 
unstable flow, decreased speed, or increased density, can be used to 
predict adverse situations (Helbing et al., 2015). Accurate prediction 
relies on analysis of interactions, cascade effects and feedback loops 
(Franke et al., 2015; Wirz et al., 2012). Crowd management solutions 
monitor the state of the crowd and the changes in movement patterns to 
differentiate between normal and abnormal crowd patterns. Over the 
past decade, crowd management research has focused on the use of vi-
sual crowd analysis techniques to analyse videos from closed-circuit 
television (CCTVs) (Khan, Albattah, Khan, Qamar, & Nayab, 2020; 
Zhang, Yu, & Yu, 2018). Technological advances show considerable 
promise for collecting this relevant crowd data providing robust and 
realistic datasets for future research. Smart Crowd Management (SCM) 
systems integrate the Internet of Things (IoT) and Machine Learning 
(ML) technology which leverage the intelligence and efficiency of crowd 
management process (Felemban et al., 2020; Kaiser et al., 2018). This 
technology automatically senses, collects, transmits, analyses, and infers 
semantic content of crowd data, which is based on density estimation, 
prediction and anomaly detection techniques. SCM systems dynamically 
adapt to changes in crowd conditions, identify anomalies and provide 
early warning signs by recognising subtle changes and developments in 
crowd patterns. SCM systems use crowd data to train, test and validate 
crowd prediction and anomaly detection models by applying 

sophisticated pattern recognition and exploring correlations within the 
data (Zhang et al., 2020). 

Crowd datasets and their characteristics play a vital role in building 
intelligent and robust learning models while allowing subsequent 
datasets to update or modify the models. More specifically, the choice of 
crowd dataset characteristics, such as density, direction or speed, can 
significantly affect the performance of crowd management models 
(Assem & Osullivan, 2017; Johansson, Helbing, Al-Abideen, & Al-Bosta, 
2008a). Crowd management research uses either real or synthetic crowd 
datasets (Ruggiero, Charitha, Xiang, & Lucia, 2018; Schauer et al., 
2014). The real crowd datasets are either generated or collected 
manually or automatically, using static or mobile sensing infrastructures 
(such as video surveillance recorders, location-motion sensing and 
radio-frequency signals) (Saleh, Suandi, & Ibrahim, 2015). These data-
sets represent different tasks and scenarios, but due to the natural 
scarcity of crowd anomalies the majority of such datasets are of limited 
value in the development of crowd management solutions. Real datasets 
have additional inherent challenges, including low-quality (e.g., missing 
data or poor lighting conditions), variety (e.g., limited scenarios), sen-
sors installation challenges (e.g., weather conditions), size (usually 
small-scale) and limited accessibility (Draghici & Steen, 2018; Khan 
et al., 2020). Moreover, field experiments for generating real crowd 
datasets are not easy to conduct due to the cost and complexity of the 
situation to be modelled (e.g., fast-paced and rapidly developing situa-
tions and aggressive crowds) (Boltes, Adrian, & Raytarowski, 2021). 
Other challenges include considering the contextual aspects while 
adhering to ethical issues in emergency cases (Celes, Boukerche, & 
Loureiro, 2019; Haghani & Sarvi, 2018; Kaiser et al., 2018; Xie et al., 
2020). With such challenges in collecting real crowd datasets, empirical 
research in the crowd analysis field lags behind the theoretical de-
velopments (Haghani & Sarvi, 2018). 

The crowd management literature reports on the use of simulation 
tools that can significantly reduce the time required to generate 
scenario-specific crowd datasets that mimic observed crowds in a real-
istic environment, facilitate data-driven research and build functional 
(online or offline) machine learning models (Khadka et al., 2019). 
Simulation offers flexibility in adjusting the crowd scenarios, generating 
and reproducing bespoke datasets that meet the specified crowd sce-
nario requirements (Amirian, Hayet, van Toll, & Pettré, 2019; Caramuta 
et al., 2017). However, most of the current simulated and real datasets 
are visual, used for counting tasks, or non-visual, for individual human 
activity recognition. There is a lack of crowd anomaly detection datasets 
(Bendali-Braham, Weber, Forestier, Idoumghar, & Muller, 2021; Khan 
et al., 2020; Luque Sánchez, Hupont, Tabik, & Herrera, 2020; Wang, 
Gao, Lin, & Yuan, 2019; Zhang et al., 2018). Accordingly, this paper 
demonstrates a case study using MassMotion simulation tool to generate 
viable synthetic crowd datasets based on the pre-specified crowd sce-
narios. This paper introduces four crowd datasets: SIMulated Crowd 
Data (SIMCD)-Single Anomaly, SIMCD-Multiple Anomalies, SIMCD- 
Prediction 1 and SIMCD-Prediction 2. These simulated datasets can be 
used in the context of crowd anomaly detection and prediction appli-
cations. For example, the proposed SIMCD datasets have already been 
adopted for evaluating crowd anomaly detection and prediction models 
(Bamaqa, Sedky, Bosakowski, & Bastaki, 2020; Bamaqa, Sedky, & Bas-
taki, 2022). 

This paper is organised as follows: Section 2 discusses the related 
work of crowd management domain, including crowd behaviour and 
characteristics, real crowd data sources and datasets, simulation tools 
and synthetic crowd datasets, identifying the limitations of the current 
crowd anomaly detection datasets. Section 3 explains the underlying 
reasons for choosing the MassMotion simulator to simulate crowd 
movements while Section 4 details the entire workflow of generating the 
crowd dataset using MassMotion and the preparation phase to make the 
data ready for the prediction and anomaly detection models. Finally, 
Section 5 concludes the work. 
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2. Related work 

The crowd management literature identifies different features, such 
as speed and direction, that characterise crowd movements (Draghici & 
Steen, 2018; Kaiser et al., 2018). Each crowd application, such as 
counting or density estimation, tracking, behaviour recognition, classi-
fication and anomaly detection, may be built using different crowd 
datasets that exhibit a subset of crowd features. Generally, crowd 
datasets can be collected or generated from real or synthetic sources. 
Real data is generated by using infrastructure-based sensors (such as 
static cameras) or application-driven (such as social media apps) data 
gathering methods (Draghici & Steen, 2018). Synthetic data are 
commonly generated using crowd simulation tools (Caramuta et al., 
2017; Dubroca-Voisin, Kabalan, & Leurent, 2019; Yang, Li, Gong, Peng, 
& Hu, 2020) or data-driven approaches by using machine learning to 
generate crowd data (Amirian et al., 2019; Khadka et al., 2019). The 
remainder of this section initially explains the crowd behaviour and 
characteristics, and then investigates the real and synthetic data sources 
and datasets in the crowd literature. 

2.1. Crowd behaviour and characteristics 

Haghani and Sarvi (2018) identified several issues in understanding 
normal and unexpected crowd behaviour, making it difficult to control 
the crowd and subsequently impact crowd models. For example, 
pedestrian behaviour is unpredictable and can vary significantly, even in 
the same situation. This makes the development of universal governing 
rules for pedestrian behavior complex and difficult to apply. In addition, 
pedestrian movements are flexible; completely different to vehicular 
movement which is governed by the road network structure and driving 
regulations. Moreover, from a geometric perspective, and compared to 
universal features of urban road structures, pedestrian geometrics are 
highly flexible regarding the diverse topologies, regions and crowd 
density. Changes in crowd context (e.g., crowd size and goal) affect 
human behaviour. For example, the behaviour of a very large crowd is 
dissimilar to small or medium counterparts. Additionally, the goal of the 
crowd has a direct impact in differentiating its normal from abnormal 
behaviour (e.g., the difference between a political protest and a musical 
festival). 

Fig. 1 exhibits the relationship between the risk level of crowd 
densities (low and high) and the flow rate. Clearly, densities of up to two 
or three people per square metre with a flow of up to 82 people/metre/ 
minute constitutes a low crowd risk. In contrast, critical cases occur 
when the density is more than four persons per square metre regarded as 
a high-risk density. Different density levels require different levels of 
response and, consequently, receive different levels of services (Fruin, 

1987; Kretz, 2011; Polus, Schofer, & Ushpiz, 1983). Importantly, the 
density of a counterflow crowd is of greater significance than that of a 
uni-flow crowd (Wirz et al., 2013). In addition, a stationary crowd can 
reach a higher density before the situation becomes critical. As an 
illustration, the number of people per square metre increases by almost 
50% (3.75 vs. 2.14) when sitting compared to walking (Abuarafah, 
Khozium, & AbdRabou, 2012; Neufert, 2002). 

Efforts to calculate the degree of crowdedness or congestion typically 
focus on density measures. However, other factors can also result in 
crowd congestion. Different cultures could lead to different speed- 
density relationships in the same setting (Dias, 2015). On occasion, 
the density in a critical situation is similar to that in safe conditions. 
Therefore, it is important to consider not only the density of a crowd but 
other conditions such as its location, speed, direction and behaviour 
(Feliciani & Nishinari, 2018). The crowd management literature has 
examined the relationship between pedestrian density, walking speed 
and flow, and has addressed normal and critical density levels (Ibrahim, 
Venkat, Subramanian, Khader, & Wilde, 2016; Vermuyten, Beliën, De 
Boeck, Reniers, & Wauters, 2016). These studies confirm an inverse 
relationship between density and speed, as described in Section (4.1.2), 
but also reveal variations in speed and density values due to the different 
standards adopted for defining typical crowd behaviour. While investi-
gating congestion in dense crowds Khan (2019) observed a relationship 
between motion oscillation and average speed, greater oscillations 
leading to lower speeds over shorter distances. In contrast, free move-
ment leads to longer, more predictable pathways for individuals and 
crowds. Unexpected situations involving heavy traffic and congestion 
which restrict, or even eliminate, free movement, can directly lead to 
conflict (Khan, 2019). 

2.2. Real crowd data sources and datasets 

There are two main approaches to collecting real crowd data: manual 
(expensive and error-prone) and automated (less expensive and more 
accurate). Automated methods are built on sensing capabilities to collect 
crowd data, classified into infrastructure-based (network) and 
application-driven (devices) (Draghici & Steen, 2018). The 
infrastructure-based real data collection methods use pre-installed static 
sensors, including visual (e.g., CCTV) (Saleh et al., 2015) or non-visual 
(e.g., acoustic, Wi-Fi) (Schauer et al., 2014). Conversely, application- 
driven data collection makes use of mobile on-board (visual and non- 
visual) sensing (e.g., GPS for location and accelerometer for motion) 
or software sensing (e.g., Twitter) to provide real-time updates of crowd 
conditions such as location, speed and direction (Felemban et al., 2020; 
Mohamed, Shabayek, & El-Gayyar, 2019). Taking advantage of the 
proliferation of mobile sensing and IoT technologies to collect crowd- 

Fig. 1. Relationship between crowd density and flow rate (Still, 2011).  
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related data opens novel opportunities to manage the crowd promptly 
and improve situational awareness. A growing trend in fusing visual and 
non-visual sensors to capture real-world datasets is effective in large 
scale events to reflect accurate global assessment (e.g., crowd size and 
behaviour) and support informed decisions making (Kaiser et al., 2018; 
Li et al., 2021). In addition, real crowd data gathering methods can be 
divided based on user involvement: participatory, where users are 
consenting, active participants (Franke et al., 2015); or opportunistic, 
where users are passive participants (Higuchi, Yamaguchi, & Higashino, 
2015). Many of the above crowd collection methods can be combined to 
achieve more accurate crowd classification, detection and prediction (Li 
et al., 2021). 

Examples of real crowd, visual and non-visual, datasets are used in 
crowd related applications such as counting, density estimation, classi-
fication, activity recognition and anomaly detection. Most visual real 
crowd datasets have been targeting counting tasks such as UCSD (Chan, 
Liang, & Vasconcelos, 2008), PETS2009 (Ferryman & Shahrokni, 2009), 
UCF-CC-50 (Idrees, Saleemi, Seibert, & Shah, 2013), Mall (Chen, Loy, 
Gong, & Xiang, 2012), Shanghai Tech (Zhang, Zhou, Chen, Gao, & Ma, 
2016), WorldExpo’10 (Zhang et al., 2016), NWPU-crowd (Wang, Gao, 
Lin, & Li, 2020) and JHU-CROWD++(Sindagi, Yasarla, & Patel, 2020). 
The UCSD dataset is typical for crowd counting systems. Its 2000 im-
ages record pedestrian traffic over a one-hour period. The PETS2009 
dataset is a collection of films using sequences captured by multiple 
cameras in real-world conditions and represents a variety of crowd ac-
tivities. The UCF-CC-50 is a dataset collected from Flicker. It contains 50 
images with varying resolutions representing extremely dense crowds 
such as pilgrimages, marathons and in stadiums. The Mall dataset was 
collected from a publicly accessible webcam for crowd counting and 
profiling research and covers realistic crowded scenarios differing in 
terms of crowd density and activity. Ground truth consists of annotating 
60,000 pedestrians into 2000 video frames with a resolution of 640 ×
480. However, these crowd counting datasets have covered limited 
scenarios in a small-scale (limited number of samples and annotations) 
and therefore are unsuitable for building deep convolutional neural 
network-based models. To address this matter, the Shanghai Tech 
dataset was developed to be used when it is necessary to count large 
crowds. In total there are 330,165 annotated heads and 1,198 images, 
thereby making it among the largest datasets available for training and 
evaluation. The data consists of 482 images obtained from the Internet 
and a further 716 images taken of a Shanghai street. The World 
Expo’10 crowd dataset is another extensive dataset which was ob-
tained from two hundred and forty-five closed-circuit cameras recording 
2,630 videos at the 2010 World Expo in Shanghai. The videos cover a 
wide selection of scenes and the footage is well-suited for analysing 
cross-scene surveillance and estimating the crowd’s density, segmenta-
tion, cohesiveness, and collectiveness. NWPU compiled a crowd dataset 
that utilises localisation and crowd counting and includes approximately 
5,000 images and 2,133,375 annotated heads. JHU-CROWDþþ crowd 
datasets for counting cover a variety of scenarios (e.g., low, medium or 
high density) in different situations, geographical locations, under 
weather conditions such as fog, haze, snow and rain. JHU-CROWD++

provides two levels of annotations; image-level, detailing the situation 
and weather; and head-level labelling which includes an approximate 
bounding box, dots, and degree of blurring. 

Visual datasets are also used for understanding the behaviour of 
crowd dynamics, such as Activity recognition, anomaly detection and 
classification. Examples of these datasets include UMN (Mehran, 
Oyama, & Shah, 2009), UCSD (Li, Mahadevan, & Vasconcelos, 2013), 
UCF (University of Central Florida. (2011a), 2011a), HUER (Zawbaa & 
Aly, 2012), Violent-Flows (Hassner, Itcher, & Kliper-Gross, 2012), Col-
lective Motion (Zhou, Tang, & Wang, 2013), CUHK (Shao, Loy, & Wang, 
2014), WWW (Shao, Kang, Loy, & Wang, 2015) and Crowd-11 (Dupont, 
Tobias, & Luvison, 2017). The University of Minnesota UMN dataset is 
a publicly available dataset for anomaly detection applications (Liu, 
Hao, Tang, & Wang, 2019; Mehran et al., 2009) consisting of normal and 

abnormal crowd videos with indoor and outdoor scenarios. Panic situ-
ations are represented as anomalies. It consists of eleven videos; each 
one starting with people walking normally but ending with multiple 
normal and abnormal behaviour (panic movement). Another anomaly 
detection dataset, the UCSD dataset is also publicly available and 
contains a set of videos derived from a fixed-point camera located above 
the walkway at the University of California. The 98 videos represent 
both sparse and heavy pedestrian traffic. While training data represents 
normal cases (i.e., only pedestrians), testing data consists of normal and 
abnormal scenarios such as non-pedestrian objects (e.g., cars) or 
anomalies in pedestrian motion pattern (e.g., people riding scooters or 
bikes or walking across a walkway). These naturally occurring abnormal 
events make the dataset suitable for anomaly detection services. The 
UCF datasets represent multiple records of crowd motion, behaviour 
and actions include UCF101, UCF50, UCF11, YouTube Action and UCF 
Sports Action. The datasets were collected at the University of Central 
Florida from crowds with differing densities and perspectives. These 
datasets serve in a range of crowd applications such as human actions, 
crowd counting, segmentation and tracking. The HUER (Hajj and 
Umrah Event Recognition) datasets contain still and video images of 
different types of ritual events during Hajj and Umrah as well as videos 
and images of ordinary human actions during Hajj and Umrah, it aims to 
detect abnormal behaviour in Hajj and Umrah events, such as sitting or 
sleeping on sidewalks or stairs. The Violent-Flows dataset contains 
real-world video clips of crowd violence that has been assembled from 
YouTube. It demonstrates how crucial it is to detect violence very 
quickly in a crowded area to avoid a disaster. The Collective Motion 
database of 413 videos is used to gauge ‘collectiveness’: the extent to 
which people in crowds move collectively. The CUHK Crowd dataset 
provides various definitions of the ways in which crowds develop, such 
as intra-group stability and inter-group conflict. The 474 videos of 
crowds of different size and density are observed in a range of settings 
including shopping centres, high streets, parks and airports. It is cat-
egorised into classes including: highly mixed walking, well organised 
main stream, poorly organised main stream, crowd merging, crowd 
splitting, crossing in opposite directions, intervened escalator traffic and 
smooth escalator traffic. WWW Crowd Dataset is a comprehensive 
crowd dataset collected from different search engines and surveillance 
systems. It is available for research purposes and consists of 10,000 
videos and 94 attributes in different scenarios. The Crowd-11 dataset 
was created to provide a large volume of labelled data with highly 
generic crowd behaviour which would meet the requirements of deep 
learning methods (e.g., CNN). The 6,272 video sequences are divided 
into: (1) crowds forming collective groups and (2) crowds without 
perceivable streams. The Crowd-11 dataset has eleven classes that have 
been manually selected from the Web and other datasets such as WWW 
and Violent-Flow. 

As well as visual data, the crowd literature also introduces several 
examples of non-visual real crowd datasets, such as CenceMe (Lite) 
(Musolesi, Fodor, Piraccini, Corradi, & Campbell, 2008), Nodobo (Bell, 
McDiarmid, & Irvine, 2011), Data for Development (D4D) (Blondel, Esch, 
Chan, Clérot, Deville, & Huens, 2012), the largest Swiss event dataset 
(Blanke, Tröster, Franke, & Lukowicz, 2014), non-visual crowd dataset 
(Irfan, Tokarchuk, Marcenaro, & Regazzoni, 2018). The CenceMe (Lite) 
dataset was collected using a participatory mobile app carried by 20 
participants for three weeks. The dataset size is approximately 252 MB 
and includes raw accelerometer data and GPS location coordinates for 
each user. The dataset aims to recognise the activity of humans by using 
mobile sensing to share location history and context information. The 
Nodobo dataset was collected from 27 high-school students from 
September 2010 to February 2011 using the Nodobo app. Nodobo 
dataset contains social context data including log data, call records 
(13035) and message records (83542). The Data for Development 
(D4D) dataset was collected anonymously from five million Orange 
mobile phone participants during a five-month period based on Call 
Detail Records (CDR) of the phones. CDRs includes the timestamp, caller 
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ID, callee ID, call duration, and the antenna code. Blanke et al. (2014) 
collected data for 28,000 visitors who attended the largest Swiss event, 
Z̈uri F̈ascht in 2013. The data collection experiments were carried out at 
the Performance Lab of Queen Mary University of London. The collected 
data includes information about visitors’ location, speed, direction and 
time of location acquisition. The data represents 25 M location updates 
that capture crowd densities and flow. Irfan et al. (2018) created a real 
non-visual crowd dataset by monitoring participants at a social 
gathering event. This dataset was collected with the help of the Crowd 
sense application to capture any abnormal behaviour of participants. 
The data was collected using smartphones embedded with accelerome-
ters and gyroscopes. 

2.3. Simulation tools and synthetic crowd datasets 

Synthetic data generation methods using crowd modelling and 
simulation tools can significantly reduce the time and cost required to 
generate scenario-specific crowd datasets. Most crowd models are based 
on assumptions, intuition and literature and many reflect specific sce-
narios (Dubroca-Voisin et al., 2019; Li et al., 2015). Crowd modelling 
involves simulating real-world crowds based on scientific hypotheses 
related to social, physical, biological and psychological factors (Bel-
lomo, Clarke, Gibelli, Townsend, & Vreugdenhil, 2016; Hesham & 
Wainer, 2021; Zhang et al., 2018). For example, when looking at a 
crowd as a collective movement and studying its behaviour as a physical 
(e.g., fluid) or biological (e.g., animal swarm) phenomena including 
basic interactions, crowd models can describe real-world events using 
mathematical processes. Crowds can also be considered on a macroscopic 
(i.e., crowd) or microscopic (i.e., individual) level (Kok, Lim, & Chan, 
2016; Zhang et al., 2018). Macroscopic approaches simulate massive 
crowd movements in a way that considers a crowd to be a seamless, 
continuous flow without considering the interaction between in-
dividuals and is based on physical models, such as flowing fluid and 
continuum models. Such an approach is useful in evaluating large crowd 
characteristics including density, flow rate, size, and trends. Microscopic 
approaches, on the other hand, model individuals (pedestrians) as 
unique profiles in crowded situations using motion laws inspired by 
physical rules, e.g., cellular automata, social forces and psychological 
influences. By adopting the relevant crowd model, crowd simulation 
tools can generate various crowd scenarios and datasets in the form of 
text files, visual representations, graphical maps, image charts or tables 
(Yang et al., 2020). Many of these models have also been used in com-
puter game engines including those generating crowd data (e.g. Grand 
Theft Auto V) (Wang et al., 2019). 

Crowd simulators have been adopted extensively in practical appli-
cations such as pedestrian movement and crowd behaviour, crowd 
evacuation situations and environment layouts (Abar, Theodoropoulos, 
Lemarinier, & O’Hare, 2017; Caramuta et al., 2017; Zhou, Dong, Ioan-
nou, Zhao, & Wang, 2019). Examples of these crowd simulation tools 
include MassMotion (Oasys, 2019), SimWalk (Savannah Simulations, 
2017), PedSim (Gloor, 2016), Legion (Still, 2000), Analogic (AnyLogic, 
2014), NetLogo (Tisue & Wilensky, 2004) and Myriad (G.K. Still, 2004). 
MassMotion developed and maintained by Oasys (Kinsey, Walker, 
Swailes, & Butterworth, 2015). MassMotion is an agent-based crowd 
simulation system implemented by two microscopic models: modified 
social force and least-effort model. SimWalk is an agent-based model 
simulation tool implemented by a social force and shortest-path model. 
A pedestrian database (measurement data) collected from real life is 
integrated with SimWalk to improve the results of the simulation 
(SIMWALK, 1996). PedSim is also an agent-based model that simulates 
pedestrian crowds and has been applied in different scientific projects 
representing bottlenecks and intersections. PedSim provides a library 
that can be used in other simulation tools, and an agent’s behaviour can 
be extended. Legion is a pedestrian and crowd simulation tool which 
uses an agent-based model with 2D continuous space and 0.6 s time- 
steps (Still, 2000). It can handle various crowd scenarios with 

different individual pedestrian behaviour by collecting data from many 
pedestrian types in different continents and contexts (Caramuta et al., 
2017). Legion offers additional packages (e.g., Aimsun for Legion) to 
simulate scenarios such as traffic and vehicles and pedestrians while 
crossing a road (Challenger, Clegg, Robinson, & Leigh, 2009). Anylogic 
is one of the first multi-method simulation platforms that support 
macroscopic and microscopic simulation. Various industrial libraries 
such as pedestrian, road traffic and rail libraries enable its use in 
different applications (Borshchev, 2013). NetLogo is a platform that 
uses multi-agent models and is designed to model complex systems in 
which the crowd situation evolves. It was developed by (The Center for 
Connected Learning and Computer-Based Modeling) at Northwestern 
University in 1999. It has been used in different applications, including 
social and natural science, healthcare, business and traffic management 
(Wilensky, 2012). Myriad (G.K. Still, 2004) simulation environment can 
simultaneously model a variety of environments including network 
models, spatial models, and agent-based models making it possible to 
model a real-world setting. Myriad is especially helpful because it can 
identify when, where and how a system is likely to fail (Dridi, 2015). 
Table 1 summaries the crowd simulation tools. 

The GTA5 Crowd Counting (GCC) (Wang et al., 2019) and the 
AGORASET dataset (Allain, Courty, & Corpetti, 2012) are examples of 
publicly available synthetic crowd datasets. GCC is an example of a 
large-scale visual synthetic dataset used in crowd counting applications 
(Wang et al., 2019) and was generated using the well-known video game 
GTA5 (Grand Theft Auto 5). AGORASET is also a visual synthetic dataset 
for crowd video analysis (Courty, Allain, Creusot, & Corpetti, 2014). The 
simulated data represent a total of seven settings (corridor, single or 
multiple obstacles, escape, dispersion, Mekkah, sideway) and the 
method of simulation is based on Helbing et al.’s work on the social force 
model (Helbing & Molnár, 1995a) to retain realistic crowd behaviour, 
and Maya and Mental Ray renderer (van der Steen & Boardman, 2012) 
to reflect real footages. Table 2 conducts a comparison between related 

Table 1 
Examples of crowd simulation tools.  

Name Approach Model CAD 
(Y, 
N) 

Visual Accessibility/ 
License 

MassMotion ( 
Oasys, 
2019) 

Micro Social 
force, least- 
effort 

Y 2,3-D Closed source, 
commercial, but 
available with 
SDK for 
academic 
purposes. 

SimWalk ( 
Savannah 
Simulations, 
2017) 

Micro Social 
force- 
shortest 
path 

Y 2,3-D Closed source, 
commercial 

PedSim ( 
Gloor, 
2016) 

Micro Agent- 
based 

N 2D Open source, 
Free 

Legion (Still, 
2000) 

Micro Agent- 
based, 
Benefit cost 

Y 2,3-D Closed source, 
commercial 

Anylogic ( 
AnyLogic, 
2014) 

Macro 
and Micro 

Agent- 
based, 
Discrete, 
system 
dynamics 

Y 2,3-D Closed source, 
Free version is 
available with 
limited features 

NetLogon ( 
Tisue & 
Wilensky, 
2004) 

Micro Spatial and 
Agent- 
based 

N 2,3-D Open source, 
Free 

Myriad (G.K.  
Still, 2004) 

Macro 
and Micro 

Network, 
Spatial and 
Agent- 
based 

Y 2,3-D Closed source, 
commercial 

CAD: (Y) the simulation tool allows to import the CAD drawing, (N) the simu-
lation tool does not allow to import the CAD drawing. 
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real and synthetic crowd datasets in the current crowd literature, 
including those proposed in this paper (SIMCD datasets). In contrast to 
the previous crowd datasets, the proposed SIMCD datasets are non- 
visual synthetic representations of crowd scenarios that can be used 
for creating crowd anomaly detection and prediction models. The pro-
posed SIMCD datasets have been used for creating crowd anomaly 
detection models, using Hierarchal Temporal Memory (HTM), k-Nearest 
Neighbour (k-NN), Influence Outlierness (INFLO) and Local Outlier 
Probability (LoOP) (Bamaqa Sedky, Bosakowski, & Bastaki 2020), as 
well as for crowd prediction using HTM (Bamaqa et al., 2022). 

2.4. Discussion 

Crowd datasets can be real or synthetic. The majority of the current 
real datasets are visual (i.e., video or image) using crowd monitoring 
systems. Most publicly available visual or non-visual crowd datasets, 
real or synthetic, have been used in counting tasks with few being used 
for crowd analysis (including anomalies). In addition, some of these 
datasets are designed to recognise individual human activities rather 
than the collective crowd behaviour. These findings motivate the gen-
eration of crowd anomaly detection data of the required scenarios. 
Generating real crowd anomaly detection datasets faces many chal-
lenges including difficulties in generating representative scenarios, due 

to situational context and ethical concerns, and in terms of production 
complexity, cost and time; e.g., the pre-processing of visual data is time- 
consuming and requires expert annotation before being used. Synthetic 
alternatives would enable rapid generation of the synthetic datasets 
while overcoming challenges associated with their real counterparts. 
Crowd simulation tools offer flexibility in adjusting crowd scenarios and 
generating bespoke datasets that meet the specific crowd scenarios. The 
analysis of the current literature on crowd datasets supports previous 
reviews (Draghici & Steen, 2018; Haghani & Sarvi, 2018; Kaiser et al., 
2018; Khan et al., 2020; Xie et al., 2020) which noted a lack of repre-
sentative crowd anomaly detection datasets, either real or synthetic. 
MassMotion is a widely-used crowd simulator that can be used to 
generate synthetic crowd datasets with the required features. Therefore, 
this paper employs MassMotion to simulate crowd datasets that can be 
used for anomaly detection and prediction tasks. 

3. MassMotion for Crowd Simulation 

Even though there are several crowd simulation tools, MassMotion is 
well suited to the task in hand; therefore this paper employs MassMotion 
to generate the required synthetic crowd datasets for prediction and 
anomaly detection tasks. The MassMotion software uses a micro- 
approach model to represent individual pedestrians in a crowd. By 

Table 2 
A comparison between real and synthetic crowd datasets characteristics.  

Dataset Reference # Of Images, Scenes, Videos or Records Type Crowd Behaviour Analysis Goal 

A AD P CM CO G L S SN V 

UMN 3 scenes, 11 videos, R, V  √         
UCSD(UCSD, 2010) PEDS1: 70, PEDS2: 28 videos R, V  √     √    
UCSD (Chan et al., 2008) 2000 frames, 49,885 pedestrians R, V     √      
PETS (Ferryman & Shahrokni, 

2009) 
8 videos R, V     √ √     

UCF (University of Central 
Florida. (2011a), 2011a) 

Multiple R, V √ √ √ √ √  √ √   

UCF-CC-50 (University of 
Central Florida. (2011a), 
2011b) 

50 images R, V     √      

HUER (Zawbaa & Aly, 2012) Images and videos of six events R, V √ √ √        
Mall (Chen et al.,2012) 2000 frames R, V     √      
Collective Motion (Zhou et al., 

2013) 
62 scenes, 413 videos R, V    √       

CUHK (Shao et al., 2014) 215 scenes, 474 videos R, V    √  √     
Violent-Flows (Hassner et al., 

2012) 
246 videos R, V    √       

WWW (Shao et al., 2015) 94 Attributes, 8,257 scenes, 
8 million frames 10,000 videos 

R, V    √ √ √  √   

Shanghai Tech (Zhang et al., 
2016) 

Part A: 482, Part B:716 R, V     √      

WorldExpo’10 (Zhang et al., 
2016) 

245 scenes, 2, 630 videos R, V     √      

Crowd-11(Dupont et al.,2017) 3,005 scenes, 6,272 videos, 11 classes R, V     √ √     
JHU-CROWD++ (Sindagi et al., 

2020) 
4,372 images R, V     √      

NWPU-crowd (Wang et al., 
2020) 

5,109 images R, V     √  √    

CenceMe (Musolesi et al., 2008) 20 participants, 252 MB R, N √          
Nodobo (Bell et al., 2011) 27 participants, 13, 035 Call records, 83,542 message R, N         √  
D4D (Blondel et al., 2012) 500,000 individual trajectories R, N     √ √ √    
The largest Swiss event (Blanke 

et al., 2014) 
28,000 visitors R, N     √     √ 

Non-visual crowd dataset (Irfan 
et al., 2018) 

28 participants R, N  √       √  

GCC (Wang et al., 2019) 15,212 images, 7, 625,843 person S, V     √      
AGORASET(Courty et al., 2014) 7 scenes S, V     √      
SIMCD Four SIMCD datasets: Single Anomaly: 14,068 records; Multiple 

Anomalies:12,337 records; Prediction 1: 24, 123 records; Prediction 2: 
24,161 records 

S, N  √ √        

“Type”: R- Real or S- Synthetic, V- Visual or N-Non-visual. “Goal”: A-Activity recognition; AD- Anomaly Detection; P- Prediction; CM- Crowd Collective Motion or 
Motion analysis; CO– Crowd Count or Density; G- Group Behaviour; L- Localisation or tracking; S-Segmentation; SG- Social network; V-Visualisation. 
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simulating pedestrian movement, it facilitates knowledge about 
crowding, usage patterns, and occupant safety. It is widely used in in-
dustry and research for crowd simulation in the planning phase of a wide 
range of applications, such as railway terminals (Jin, Wang, Wang, Gu, 
& Wang, 2020), urban spaces, and large-scale events (e.g., Hajj event) 
and in crowd evacuation (Al-Ahmadi, Reza, Jamal, Alhalabi, & Assi, 
2021). MassMotion can also incorporate aspects of crowd behaviour, 
such as lane formation and bottlenecks. Thousands of pedestrians’ 
movements can be reliably simulated and the dataset can be exported in 
different formats (e.g., videos (mov, mp4, and wmv), images (png, jpg 
and tiff) or Comma-Separated Values (CSV)) (Oasys, 2019). The 
following list summarises the main reasons behind adopting MassMo-
tion to generate the required synthetic crowd dataset.  

• Simulation Flexibility: MassMotion can simulate various pedestrian 
activities in real-life scenarios by defining the simulation environ-
ment (e.g., stadiums, mass events, building evacuation, or railway 
terminals) and adjusting the agents (virtual pedestrians) with their 
activities. As an illustration, MassMotion can simulate buying a 
ticket in a rail station or fans’ movements in a stadium.  

• Pedestrian intelligence: In MassMotion, agents are aware of their 
surrounding environment and can adapt their speed and direction to 
reach and identify the target location, while dynamically responding 
to changes.  

• Scalability: MassMotion is scalable and robust as it can simulate 
hundreds of thousands of pedestrians in a matter of hours (taking full 
advantage of multicore processors) making it valuable in simulating 
huge crowds.  

• 2D and 3D compatibility: MassMotion can handle 2D and 3D assets; 
it can import 2D Computer-Aided Design (CAD) files and develop 
them into 3D models.  

• Usability: MassMotion has a straightforward and user-friendly 
Graphical User Interface (GUI), enabling rapid design and explora-
tion without investing too much time or effort.  

• Extensibility: MassMotion offers a software development kit (SDK) in 
different languages (e.g., C++, Java, Python and C#), enabling 
defining custom pedestrians’ behaviour or connecting to other soft-
ware tools through direct access to the MassMotion engine. 

• Reproducibility: By reusing the same set of parameters and mea-
surements of crowd scenarios for generating particular synthetic 
crowd datasets, MassMotion makes it easy to replicate these gener-
ated datasets for further evaluation or implementation purposes. 

Using MassMotion makes it possible to design reliable scenarios 
representing pedestrians in mass gatherings which have been verified 
and validated with respect to real life settings. Kuligowski, Peacock, and 
Hoskins (2010) applied different validation and evaluation methods to 
the MassMotion simulator in comparison with other simulation models 
and pedestrian trials. A number of aspects were considered, including 
congestion associated with irregular flow resulting, for instance, from 
pedestrians moving against the general flow. It was observed that 
MassMotion represents the relationship between density and walking 
speed while the number of pedestrians in the trial area changes over 
time (O’Donnell, Roberts, & Debney, 2017). A distinction is also made 
between unidirection and counter flow (Kinsey et al., 2015; Li, Wei, 
Kinsey, & Sun, 2018). MassMotion divides pedestrians’ movement 
processes into two distinct tasks: agents’ movements and navigation 
(Oasys, 2019). On the one hand, MassMotion uses a modified version of 
the microscopic social force model (Helbing & Molnár, 1995b) to esti-
mate agents’ movements and their responses to the environment. The 
social force model represents each agent (pedestrian) as an object 
affected by several forces, including impediments, goals, or adjoining 
forces (e.g., neighbours or obstacles). In addition, industry-standard 
guidelines have been developed by Fruin (Fruin, 1987) for general 
pedestrian planning to calibrate social forces in MassMotion (Oasys, 
2019). Meanwhile, agent navigation decides the best route for the agent 

to follow from the initial location. MassMotion uses the least-effort 
model for the best route selection, where the best path is the one with 
the lowest cost. The following Section describes in detail the entire 
workflow for generating a synthetic crowd dataset using the MassMo-
tion simulator. 

4. SIMCD: SIMulated Crowd Data for Anomaly Detection and 
Prediction Generation Workflow 

This Section demonstrates the entire workflow of using MassMotion 
to generate synthetic crowd datasets based on the specified crowd sce-
narios. Two proposed crowd scenarios are used to generate four 
different datasets that can be used for anomaly detection and prediction 
tasks. Fig. 2 exhibits the main steps for generating the synthetic datasets, 
which are: (1) scenario and model design, (2) crowd model simulation, 
(3) model verification, (4) dataset generation and (5) dataset pre- 
processing. The scenario and model design component involves prepa-
ration of crowd scenarios and anomaly context (e.g., specifying normal 
and abnormal events), scene creation (e.g., path, such as corridor, 
entrance and exit) and estimation of crowd parameters (e.g., number of 
agents and speed). Then, the crowd model simulation component cre-
ates the crowd model based on the specified scenario and the design 
parameters. The simulated crowd scenario is represented by a video that 
shows the pedestrians walking on the specified path towards their 
destination. The crowd model is validated and calibrated, any required 
changes being submitted back to the scenario and model design 
component to ensure more realistic outcomes that match the required 
scenario. The approved crowd model is then used for generating the 
dataset in the specified format. Finally, the dataset pre-processing 
component prepares the generated data for use in the prediction and 
anomaly detection tasks. The following subsections explain each 
component of the workflow in further detail. 

4.1. Scenario and Model Design 

This Section outlines two crowd scenarios with different anomaly 
contexts for generating the synthetic datasets. The targeted synthetic 
crowd datasets are designed to exhibit anomalous behaviour based on 
crowd context and flow (e.g., irregular slowdown, unexpected increase 
in the density or unexpected direction). In these scenarios, high density 
and contra-flow travel represent crowd anomalies or abnormalities, 
which can be considered as warning signals of a critical situation. 
Therefore, the two designed crowd scenarios are (1) Unidirectional with a 
single anomaly (where high densities represent the anomaly) and (2) 
Unidirectional with multiple anomalies (where both high densities and 
people walking against the planned flow represent two types of anom-
alies). Both scenarios have been designed to evaluate the effectiveness of 
the anomaly detection and prediction crowd management models. 

Unidirectional with a single anomaly, the first crowd scenario, simu-
lates the crowd flow in a single direction. In this scenario, pedestrians 
move in one direction, straight from entrance A to exit B. The anomaly is 
represented by the density level, where low density is considered normal 
and high density is considered an anomaly. Normal moving density 
means that the number of pedestrians per square metre is less than four 
at any given time, while high moving density means there are four or 
more pedestrians per square metre (Smith, 1995; Still, 2011). Therefore, 
the scenario considers a density threshold of four pedestrians per square 
metre. In this first scenario, the crowd data represents pedestrians 
moving in normal densities (i.e., less than four) for almost 75% of the 
data size. In the single anomaly scenario, the number of pedestrians is 
gradually increased, from one person per square metre to two, and then 
three, for the first 75% of the simulation time. For the remaining 25% of 
the simulation time, the pedestrians move both in normal and high 
densities (four or higher, this being an anomaly) for some time before 
the density is reduced to normal levels (i.e., between 3 and 1). 

Although density is a universally recognised critical condition of a 
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crowd situation, it may not be the only warning sign as densities in a 
critical situation may be similar to those under safe conditions (Feliciani 
& Nishinari, 2018). However, crowd flow (movement direction) is al-
ways considered to be an important indicator of a crowd’s critical 
condition. Therefore, the second scenario, unidirectional with multiple 
anomalies, considers both high densities and contra-flow as crowd 
anomalies. Initially, the pedestrians move in normal crowd densities and 
in the same, planned, walking direction. After that, the scenario shows 
pedestrians moving in high densities (i.e., four or more), while, at the 
same time, some move in the opposite direction. Finally, the scenario 
reduces densities to normal levels, while some people continue to move 
in the opposite direction to the planned flow. These two scenarios can be 
used as test cases for machine learning algorithms to detect abnormal 
behaviours resulting from high density spikes and movement in the 
opposite direction (Bamaqa et al., 2020). 

4.1.1. Scene creation 
Once the required crowd scenarios have been specified, the next step 

is to start the scene design in MassMotion. MassMotion provides flexible 
elements (e.g., floor, link, portals and barriers) to set up the required 
scene. The chosen design represents a corridor (represented by floor 
element) with single entrance and exit points (represented by portal 
element). The corridor is 20m by 5m giving an area of 100m2, as shown 
in Fig. 3. This scene design acts as the baseline that works for the pre-
viously described crowd scenarios, regardless of the density level, 
average speed and direction of the pedestrians. 

4.1.2. Parameter estimation 
The next step is careful estimation of the necessary parameters 

required by the MassMotion engine to create the crowd simulation 
model and generate representative datasets for the previously described 
crowd scenarios. These parameters include agent’s (pedestrian’s) speed 
and number of agents (which defines the density level). These param-
eters can be estimated based on previous findings from the crowd 
literature, real datasets obtained from field observations or experts’ 
knowledge, as shown in Table 3. As an illustration, the default profiles of 
agents in MassMotion, such as agent speed, were estimated based on 
standard metrics and industry guidelines for general pedestrian char-
acteristics, such as the work by Fruin (Fruin, 1987), and a variety of real 
datasets including evacuation and route choice surveys (Oasys, 2019). 
MassMotion gives the flexibility to customise the simulation properties 
(such as the profile values of agents), based on real cases or state-of-the- 
art domain knowledge, to achieve realistic representative crowd simu-
lation. Besides, the speed rate can be set at the start of the simulation 
governed by choice of distribution (normal, constant, triangular, uni-
form, exponential or log-normal). From observations of real scenarios, 
the average normal walking speed can be estimated. This is adjustable 
according to demographical (e.g., gender, age and cultures) and 
geographical features (e.g., the environmental layout). 

As can be seen in Table 3, observations of real walking behaviour are 
used to generate the proposed crowd datasets. In addition, Table 3 
shows the normal and critical levels of crowd densities and demonstrates 
an inverse relationship between walking speed and crowd density. To 
simulate the specified scenarios, MassMotion requires input values for 
the minimum, maximum, and standard deviation of speed. Therefore, 
Table 4 has been created, based on values from Table 3, which shows 
normal (free, noncontact and average) and abnormal (contact, critical 
and crisis) cases of walking behaviour where pedestrians are split 
equally into healthy and weak individuals. 

4.2. Crowd model simulation 

After defining the crowd scenarios and specifying crowd parameters, 
this phase presents a simulation of the scene’s operations. MassMotion 
provides events such as journey, vehicle, timetable or evacuation, where 
each represents a different set of actions. The event type determines the 
scheduling involving the entry time of the agents and their tasks. The 
agents are created and positioned in the scene to do one or more tasks (e. 
g., moving to a destination or evacuating an area). For simulating the 
proposed scenarios, the journey event was chosen to determine a single- 
entry time for the agent and specify a single task to be executed. A single 

Fig. 2. Main Steps of the data generation process.  

Fig. 3. Scenario design.  
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journey corresponds to one case in walking behaviour in Table 4. Hence, 
in this work there is a need to determine more than one journey event 
(six journeys are assessed including healthy and weak pedestrians under 
normal conditions and another six journeys for abnormal situations) to 
simulate the proposed scenarios. Each journey requires the number of 
agents belonging to each walking behaviour category, their speed dis-
tribution and direction in order to populate the scene and the schedule 
time of active journeys to appear during specific times. For example, 
when the speed distribution was set (Mean = 1.4, Std = 0.15, Min = 0.95 
and Max = 1.85) in the population’s profile, as shown in Fig. 4, the 
journey required 5,770 agents during one hour to simulate the prop-
erties profile of Free- (healthy pedestrians) in the normal case and 
achieved an average density of 0.8 persons/m2. However, the number of 
agents to create walking behaviour in any given situation is not speci-
fied, as pedestrians adapt their walking behaviour with respect to the 
presence and direction of other agents and environmental components. 
To simulate the previously-described crowd scenarios, MassMotion re-
quires parameters to be set for each journey event, such as the start time 
and duration, the population information (which determines the density 
parameter) and specification of entrance and exit points (which deter-
mine the direction), as shown in Fig. 4(a). The population information 

defines the agent’s profile and the number of agents per journey. The 
agent’s profile defines the physical (e.g., radius), behavioural (e.g., di-
rection bias) and Speed (range of possible speed values based on normal 
distribution) properties for each agent, as shown in Fig. 4(b). The 
simulated crowd scenarios are then used to generate the corresponding 
crowd datasets with the inherent types of anomalies. Accordingly, a 
total of four crowd datasets have been created; two can be used for 
anomaly detection and the other two for prediction tasks, as described in 
Section 4.6. 

4.3. Crowd model verification 

The verification has been conducted at two levels: (1) on the created 
crowd model and (2) on the generated datasets. The model creation is 
represented by a video generated by MassMotion which shows pedes-
trians walking along the specified path towards their destination. Fig. 5 
presents the simulated crowd scenarios where pedestrians, identified by 
different colours, represent different walking behaviour in normal and 
abnormal cases. Fig. 5(a) represents the normal cases without high 
densities or counterflow. In contrast, Fig. 5(b) and (c) show the 
abnormal cases represented by counterflow and high densities, respec-
tively. The video is used to validate the crowd model by comparing it 
against the pre-defined crowd scenario. For example, the average den-
sity and speed of individuals from random snapshots of the resulting 
video have been verified against the pre-defined design of the crowd 
scenario. In the case of any verification mismatch, the ‘Scenario and 
Model Design’ component is used to update the simulation parameters 
(such as the journey’s start time, the number of agents, and their 
duration) to ensure more realistic outcomes that match the required 
scenario. Only when all criteria were satisfied was the model approved 
for subsequent dataset generation. The generated data have been also 
verified against the standard densities and speeds of the crowd cases, as 
shown in Table 4. For example, in the case of the normal density sce-
nario, the density of the resulting dataset is always less than four; the 
borderline between normal and abnormal densities. Meanwhile, the 
validation ensures that the resulting density is equal to or greater than 
four in the case of abnormal densities. If the output of the simulation 
does not meet the standard, then the number of agents, their duration 
and the journey’s start time are further tuned until the resulting density 
meets the requirements. 

4.4. Dataset generation 

MassMotion exports the agents’ physical attributes, such as Position, 
Speed, Heading (direction) and time, in different formats. Table 5 ex-
hibits an excerpt from one of the synthetic crowd datasets that has been 
generated using MassMotion. The dataset has been exported to a CSV 
format and contains numerical information about the agent’s position 
and movement attributes based on a sampling interval of one second. As 
shown in Table 5, the main features of the generated crowd dataset are 
the Frame number, Agent ID, Position (X, Y, and Z), Time, Speed, and 
Heading. The Speed feature refers to the distance (in metres) that the 
pedestrian covers per unit of time (each second). The Heading attribute 
represents the direction of the agent in degrees. As can be seen from 
Table 5, in each second, approximately five frames are being captured (i. 

Table 3 
Relationship between walking speed, density and behaviour, adapted from (Ibrahim et al., 2016).  

Scenario Walking Behaviour Density level Density (Persons/m2) Speed (m/s) Reference 

Planned path Free Walking Normal density 0.8 1.4 (Smith, 1995) 
Noncontact Walking Normal density 1.8 0.8 (Smith, 1995) 

Semi-contact Walking Normal density 2–3 0.6 (Helbing & Mukerji, 2012) 
Contact Walking Start critical density (stagnation) 4 0.4 (Smith, 1995) 
Limited Walking Critical density 5 n/a (Oberhagemann, 2012) 

Possible crowd forces begin to occur 5.5 n/a (Fruin, 1981; Ibrahim et al., 2016)  

Table 4 
Crowd data conditions in normal and abnormal cases, including speeds and 
average densities.  

State Walking 
Behaviour 

Density Speed (m/s) 

Persons/m2 MIN MEAN MAX STD 

Normal 
Cases 

Free – (Healthy 
pedestrian) 

0.8 0.95 1.40 1.85 0.15 

Free – (Weak 
pedestrian) 

0.55 1.00 1.45 0.15 

Non-contact – 
(Healthy 
pedestrian) 

1.8 0.35 0.80 1.25 0.15 

Noncontact – 
(Weak 
pedestrian) 

0.25 0.70 1.15 0.15 

Average – 
(Healthy 
pedestrian) 

2.9 0.30 0.60 0.90 0.10 

Average – 
(Weak 
pedestrian) 

0.15 0.45 0.75 0.10 

Abnormal 
cases 

Contact – 
(Healthy 
pedestrian) 

4 0.25 0.40 0.55 0.05 

Contact – (Weak 
pedestrian) 

0.15 0.30 0.45 0.05 

Critical – 
(Healthy 
pedestrian) 

5 0.15 0.30 0.45 0.05 

Critical – (Weak 
pedestrian) 

0.10 0.25 0.40 0.05 

Crowd Crisis – 
(Healthy 
pedestrian) 

5.5 0.10 0.25 0.40 0.05 

Crowd Crisis – 
(Weak 
pedestrian) 

0.07 0.22 0.37 0.05  
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Fig. 4. (a) Journey properties; (b) Population profile of the free-healthy case.  

(a) Unidirectional with normal density

Unidirectional with opposite movement direction Unidirectional with high density

Fig. 5. Simulated crowd scenarios.  
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e., each agent often appears five times per second). 

4.5. Data pre-processing 

The main task of the data pre-processing phase is to make the data 
ready for machine learning models. The data pre-processing phase in-
volves selecting relevant crowd features and pre-processing the dataset. 
The generated dataset represents individual pedestrians (agents); how-
ever, this approach is concerned with the crowd level itself (e.g., how 
many pedestrians are in a specific area at any point in time) to provide 
information describing global parameters such as density and to un-
derstand the crowd state at different times. Therefore, the data pre- 
processing focuses on performing aggregated statistical calculations to 
compute the average values of the essential features, such as Speed and 
Heading. The step also calculates new features based on existing ones, as 
shown in Table 6. As an illustration, columns of interest (such as Speed 
and Heading of individuals) have been selected, and average values have 
been calculated. The Heading column has been modified; for example, 
by converting negative values to positive by adding 360O to the original 
heading value. The rationale of modifying the “Heading” column is to 
meet the need for a positive aggregated value for each individual; so 
that, when the average is calculated, the normal range can be distin-
guished easily from an abnormal range of degrees. For example, in this 
context, the normal average Heading is within the range from 80O to 
93O; hence, positive values are used, so any value higher than 93O is 
considered an anomaly. Finally, new columns have been added (e.g., 
Agent Count, Density, Level of Crowdedness, Severity Level). The Agent 
Count column, in Table 6, represents the number of pedestrians in a 
predefined area at every second. The Density column represents the 
number of pedestrians per square metre in a predefined area in one 
second, where the area in this design equals 100 m2. 

The newly estimated Level of Crowdedness and the Severity Level 
columns enable a threshold to be set for congestion under safe condi-
tions to estimate the regularity of crowd movements and identify any 
abnormal situations, as shown in Tables 7 and 8. The Level of Crowd-
edness column represents five levels based on Density definitions in the 
literature, where the crowd movement is considered normal if the level 
of crowdedness is less than four, otherwise, it is abnormal. Multi- 
directional movement is more critical than unidirectional for given 

Table 5 
Original synthetic crowd dataset.  

#Frame Agent ID X Y Z Time Speed (m/s) Heading(Degree)

12 1001  1.31227 0  − 13.6187 00:00:02  0.387138  − 114.571 
13 1001  1.27599 0  − 13.4902 00:00:02  0.667857  − 28.248 
14 1001  1.24054 0  − 13.3113 00:00:02  0.911904  − 11.206 
15 1001  1.2017 0  − 13.093 00:00:03  1.10867  − 10.089 
16 1001  1.1733 0  − 12.8428 00:00:03  1.25912  − 6.476 
13 1001  1.27599 0  − 13.4902 00:00:02  0.667857  − 28.248 
14 1001  1.24054 0  − 13.3113 00:00:02  0.911904  − 11.206 
15 1001  1.2017 0  − 13.093 00:00:03  1.10867  − 10.089 
16 1001  1.1733 0  − 12.8428 00:00:03  1.25912  − 6.476 
17 1001  1.14576 0  − 12.5674 00:00:03  1.38362  − 5.712 
18 1001  1.13036 0  − 12.2723 00:00:03  1.47775  − 2.986 
19 1001  1.12948 0  − 11.962 00:00:03  1.55128  − 0.162 
20 1001  1.12912 0  − 11.639 00:00:04  1.61523  − 0.065 
21 1001  1.11526 0  − 11.307 00:00:04  1.66131  − 2.391 
22 1001  1.09854 0  − 10.967 00:00:04  1.70219  − 2.815 
23 1001  1.08453 0  − 10.6204 00:00:04  1.73447  − 2.315 
24 1001  1.08381 0  − 10.2692 00:00:04  1.75565  − 0.117 
25 1001  1.08589 0  − 9.91386 00:00:05  1.77683  0.334 
26 1001  1.08381 0  − 9.5552 00:00:05  1.79336  − 0.331 
27 1001  1.08163 0  − 9.19383 00:00:05  1.80688  − 0.346 
28 1001  1.06394 0  − 8.83198 00:00:05  1.81139  − 2.800 
29 1001  1.04657 0  − 8.46817 00:00:05  1.82115  − 2.733 
30 1001  1.03287 0  − 8.10272 00:00:06  1.82853  − 2.146 
30 1002  − 3.11647 0  − 13.6311 00:00:06  0.309808  132.180 
31 1001  1.016 0  − 7.73621 00:00:06  1.83447  − 2.636 
31 1002  − 3.07604 0  − 13.5292 00:00:06  0.548123  55.972  

Table 6 
Pre-processed SIMCD.  

Speed m/

s 
Heading 
Degree 

Agent 
Count 

Density 
Persons/m2 

Level of 
Crowdedness 

Severity 
Level  

1.1339  88.3671 76 0.76 1 0  
1.1499  89.2521 88 0.88 1 0  
1.1406  89.5428 90 0.9 1 0  
1.1499  89.2521 88 0.88 1 0  
0.7264  89.2905 177 1.77 1 0  
0.7145  89.8208 180 1.8 2 0  
0.6954  89.7852 182 1.82 2 0  
0.7128  89.4686 185 1.85 2 0  
0.6371  88.6367 200 2 2 0  
0.6252  89.7749 201 2.01 3 0  
0.6339  89.0087 204 2.04 3 0  
0.508  89.1085 228 2.88 3 0  
0.4856  88.2756 287 2.87 3 0  
0.4832  88.7977 293 2.93 3 0  
0.4861  88.3205 292 2.92 3 0  
0.4023  87.9308 389 3.89 3 0  
0.409  87.6874 393 3.93 3 0  
0.3876  86.8984 402 4.02 4 2  
0.391  86.4752 407 4.07 4 2  
0.3854  87.2882 409 4.09 4 2  
0.3858  88.5148 410 4.1 4 2  
0.3413  87.0731 489 4.89 4 2  
0.3476  86.4039 494 4.94 5 2  
0.3519  86.1051 496 4.96 5 2  
0.3534  86.9419 498 4.98 5 2  
0.3342  87.3765 496 4.96 5 2  
0.8317  98.9525 175 1.75 1 1  
0.8099  101.0435 175 1.75 1 1  
0.7496  100.9884 177 1.77 1 1  
0.7488  101.67 181 1.81 2 1  
0.7413  101.2632 184 1.84 2 1  
0.7097  99.4066 187 1.87 2 1  
0.2912  96.7623 390 3.9 3 1  
0.2903  98.3493 393 3.93 3 1  
0.2855  100.0678 396 3.96 3 1  
0.2788  100.9259 399 3.99 3 1  
0.2834  101.3003 401 4.01 4 3  
0.2894  99.8226 403 4.03 4 3  
0.2841  98.9516 404 4.04 4 3  
0.2917  98.0279 409 4.09 4 3  
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density levels. Therefore, the new Severity Level column is proposed as 
an estimate based on Density and Heading (direction) to measure these 
characteristics and obtain an entire picture of serious crowd situations. 
This work employs four severity levels based on Heading and Density, 
(Table 8). Ranging from zero, meaning no risk (i.e., representing a 
normal crowd state where there is no high crowd density and people are 
moving in a planned direction), to level three.  

• Level 1 represents the opposite direction with normal densities (i.e., 
densities vary between 1 and 3 agents per square metre).  

• Level 2 represents the planned direction with high densities (i.e., 
densities include 4 or more of agents per square of metre).  

• Level 3 represents the critical, abnormal state (high densities with 
movement in opposite direction). 

Both the Level of Crowdedness and Severity Level columns represent 
the ground truth (i.e., labels) for the generated dataset and may assist in 
devising proactive anomalies and prediction models to detect anomalies 
and achieve efficient crowd management. The generated dataset is 
publicly available. 

4.6. Exploratory data analysis 

This Section demonstrates a quick overview of both statistical and 
visual exploratory data analysis of the pre-processed crowd dataset. In 
Section 4.1, this paper considers two different crowd scenarios; unidi-
rectional with a single anomaly and unidirectional with multiple 
anomalies. Fig. 6 exhibits the behaviour in a unidirectional scenario 
with a single anomaly, where the anomaly is represented by high- 

density values (equal or higher than four). The second scenario, unidi-
rectional with multiple anomalies, exhibits two anomalies resulting 
from the high density and agents walking in the opposite direction 
(Heading), as shown in Fig. 7. Based on the proposed scenarios, four 
simulated crowd datasets have been aggregated to meet anomaly 
detection and prediction requirements. The description of the simulated 
crowd datasets, including SIMCD-Single Anomaly, SIMCD-Multiple 
Anomalies, SIMCD-Prediction 1 and SIMCD-Prediction 2 are presented 
in the following two subsections. 

4.6.1. SIMCD-anomaly datasets 
The SIMCD-anomaly datasets are represented by the SIMCD-Single 

Anomaly and SIMCD-Multiple Anomalies datasets. The SIMCD-Single 
Anomaly dataset contains crowd data representing the unidirectional 
flow scenario with high density regarded as a single anomaly. The data 
has 14,068 records. Each record has an integer label for the Level of 
crowdedness where (1, 2 or 3) represents normal cases and (4 or 5) 
represents anomalies, as shown in Table 5. This data was prepared to 
serve for crowd anomaly detection applications. Being data created for 
training the anomaly detector, the first 80% of the generated data rep-
resents normal crowd densities. The remaining 20% of the generated 
data includes both normal and abnormal classes, see Fig. 6. 

On the other hand, the SIMCD-Multiple Anomalies dataset exhibits 
two types of anomalies (which are, high density and opposite direction). 
This dataset includes a sequence of events starting with the unidirec-
tional flow with normal crowd densities (Level of crowdedness < 4), 
followed by a crowd density that has a sudden surge, representing an 
anomalous behaviour. Finally, the crowd density returns to normal. 
However, while the Level of densities is normal, a group of pedestrians 
emerges from the opposite direction. The data has 12,337 records. 

Table 7 
Crowd state based on Level of crowdedness.  

Density Persons/m2 Crowd behaviour state Level of Crowdedness 

Less than 1.79 Normal Cases Free walk 1 
Between 1.79 and 2 Non-contact 2 
Between 2 and 3.99 Average 3 
Between 4 and 4.99 Abnormal Cases Contact 4 
5 and above Critical 5  

Table 8 
Crowd state based on severity levels.  

Density 
Persons/m2 

Heading 
State 

Crowd 
behaviour state 

Level of 
crowdedness 

Severity 
level 

Less than 4 Planned Normal Cases 1, 2 or 3 0 
4 and more Abnormal 

Cases 
4 or 5 2 

Less than 4 Opposite 1,2 or 3 1 
4 and more 4 or 5 3  
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Fig. 6. Unidirectional with a single anomaly (high density) scenario.  
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Fig. 8. SIMCD-anomaly detection speed distribution.  
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Eighty percent (80%) of the data from the beginning is used for training 
and contains only normal cases, see Fig. 7. 

Fig. 8 shows the Speed distribution of SIMCD-anomaly detection 
datasets for each level of crowdedness. As can be seen in Fig. 8, the 
majority of data represents normal levels of crowdedness (levels 1 to 3; 
the blue, green and olive curves). However, the crowd anomalies are 
represented by two levels of crowdedness (levels 4 and 5; the black and 
red curves). Only small portion of the data represents crowd anomalies, 
which is somewhat similar to the proportion of anomalies in real-life 
scenarios. 

4.6.2. SIMCD-prediction 
The SIMCD-prediction datasets are based on the SIMCD-Prediction 1 

and 2 datasets. The SIMCD-Prediction 1 dataset contains crowd data with 
normal and abnormal cases, including two types of anomalies (high 
crowd density and a flow opposite to the planned direction). The 
Severity Level column is added to this data which is calculated based on 
crowd densities and headings (direction) and includes four levels of 
severity, as shown in Table 8. This column serves as the ground truth for 
prediction models. The data size equals 24,123 records which include 
19,000 training records and 5,123 testing records. Some details of 
SIMCD-Prediction 1 are presented in Table 9 and Fig. 9. Table 9 sum-
maries statistics of the preprocessed crowd dataset (SIMCD-Prediction 1) 
by showing the number of samples (count), mean, maximum and min-
imum values of the selected features. For example, the SIMCD- 
Prediction 1 consists of 24,123 aggregated observations with an 
average speed of 0.74 m/s. 

The heatmap in Fig. 9(a) shows an inverse relationship between 
crowd Speed and Density, which can be seen from the strong negative 
correlation between the two features. Fig. 9(b) shows the relationship 
between the Speed, Heading, Density and Level of crowdedness in 
relation to the Severity Level of the crowd. As an illustration, normal 
speeds (which reflect normal densities), while walking in the planned 
direction result in a Severity Level of zero. However, walking in the 
opposite direction, regardless of the speed, will always result in an 
abnormal severity level, as in level 1 and 3. Slow speeds usually result in 
high densities and an abnormal severity level, as in level 2 and 3. Finally, 
regardless of direction, Fig. 9(b) shows that levels 1, 2 and 3 in the level 
of crowdedness reflect normal densities, and are equivalent to Severity 
Levels 0 and 1. Moreover, the levels of crowdedness 4 and 5 reflect 
abnormal densities and, are equivalent to severity levels 2 and 3. 

In addition, the SIMCD-Prediction 2 dataset consists of the same 
training dataset presented in SIMCD-Prediction 1, in addition to new 
testing data. The test data of the SIMCD-Prediction 2 dataset includes 
different orders of severity levels than those used in the training phase to 
make testing data more realistic and to evaluate how machine learning 
models adapt to changes in the dataset. Fig. 10 summarises the features 
of the synthesised SIMCD-Prediction 2 dataset, which consists of 24,161 
records. Fig. 11 shows the distribution of Speed (a), Density  (b) and 
Heading (c) for each class of crowd severity level using the SIMCD- 
Prediction 2 dataset. The blue curves in Fig. 11(a)–(c) represent 
Severity Level 0, reflecting normal walking speeds (0.4 to 1.4 m/s), 
normal densities (i.e. less than four persons) and normal heading (the 
planned walking direction). The green curves represent Severity Level of 

class 1, clearly reflecting the situation where normal speeds and den-
sities co-exist with opposite walking direction (more than normal pre- 
defined degrees). The black curves represent Severity Level of class 2 
indicating low-speed levels with high densities while heading distribu-
tion is normal. Finally, Severity Level 3 is represented by the red curves 
which show the worst-case scenario including low speed levels, high 
level of densities and opposite heading. 

5. Experimental results 

This section shows the performance evaluation of the crowd anomaly 
detection and prediction tasks using the synthetically generated SIMCD- 
anomaly detection and prediction datasets, as presented in the next two 
subsections. 

5.1. Anomaly detection experiments 

Considering the crowd anomaly detection problem, the data is ex-
pected to have significant class imbalance as the percentage of abnormal 
cases is usually far lower than the normal counterparts. The abnormal 
data do not explicitly show up in the training dataset during the training 
phase, but are more likely to appear in the testing phase. The model’s 
objective is to learn the normal patterns of the data during the training 
phase and distinguish this behaviour from any anomalous patterns 
occurring during the testing phase. Therefore, a hold-out validation 
technique is followed to split the data into training (80%) and testing 
(20%). Accordingly, the generated synthetic crowd dataset is initially 
designed to cover the normal cases in the first 80% of the entire dataset 
size. In this probationary period, the result of the model is not scored, 
but the model trains for the given patterns. The remaining 20% of the 
crowd dataset includes both normal and abnormal cases, and this will be 
used for testing and evaluation in the various experiments. 

Fig. 12 shows the block diagram for the crowd anomaly detection 
experiments. Crowd data containing single or multiple anomalies 
(SIMCD-Single Anomaly and SIMCD-Multiple Anomalies) are used as 
inputs for evaluating various crowd anomaly detection models. The 
conducted anomaly detection experiments evaluate four anomaly 
detection models, which are: Cortical Learning Algorithms based on the 
Hierarchical Temporal Memory (CLA-based HTM), k-Nearest Neighbour 
Global Anomaly Score (k-NN-GAS), Local Outlier Probability (LoOP) 
and the Influence Outlier (IO). The CLA-based HTM is an online and 
unsupervised biological anomaly detector that computes anomalies in 
streaming data (Hawkins, 2014). The CLA-based HTM uses various en-
coders, such as Scalar and Coordinate, for encoding the input data 
(Purdy, 2016). The scalar encoder encodes numerical data into the 
equivalent Sparse Distributed Representation (SDR), and requires 
specifying the minimum and maximum values for each feature (e.g., 
Speed and Heading). The coordinate encoder uses a 3D integer coordi-
nate space, and was achieved by substituting the X and Y coordinates 
with Heading and Speed features of the crowd dataset and replacing the 
radius with the Density. However, k-NN-GAS, LoOP and IO are unsu-
pervised statistical Nearest Neighbour based anomaly detectors. The k- 
NN-GAS calculates a global anomaly score based on the average distance 
to the k-Nearest Neighbours (Angiulli & Pizzuti, 2002). However, LoOP 

Table 9 
Summarised statistics of SIMCD-Prediction 1.   

Speed m/s Heading Degree Agent Count Density Persons/m2 Level of Crowdedness Severity Level 

Count 24,123 24,123 24,123 24,123 24,123 24,123 
Mean 0.74 90.31 251.09 2.51 2.34 0.51 
Std 0.28 4.80 167.62 1.68 1.46 0.86 
Min 0.12 84.32 1.00 0.01 1.00 0.00 
25% 0.50 88.48 134.00 1.34 1.00 0.00 
50% 0.78 89.17 187.00 1.87 2.00 0.00 
75% 1.01 89.80 336.00 3.36 3.00 1.00 
Max 1.57 138.16 990.00 9.90 5.00 3.00  
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and IO are local density-based anomaly detectors that estimate an 
anomaly score representing the probability of a datapoint as being an 
outlier/anomaly (Jin, Tung, Han, & Wang, 2006; Kriegel, Kröger, 
Schubert, & Zimek, 2009). The LoOP makes use of the Independent 
Component Analysis (ICA), which is a dimensionality reduction tech-
nique that depends on array processing and data analysis to recover the 
unobserved data samples from the oversampled dataset (Krithigarani & 
Karthik, 2014). In addition, the IO makes use of the Singular Value 
Decomposition (SVD), which is a common method that is used in matrix 
decomposition. In the SVD-IO the decomposed lower dimensional fea-
tures are used for anomaly detection with influences an outlier module 
(Kumar & Nasser, 2012). The adopted anomaly detection models output 
anomaly scores (reflecting the status of the target label ‘Level of 
Crowdedness’) for each input data record. This process is completely 
unsupervised and the label in the dataset is used only for testing and 
evaluation purposes. The anomaly detection models output an anomaly 
score which, when normalised if necessary, gives a number between 0.0 
and 1.0. Moreover, there is a need to identify the optimum threshold for 
anomaly score that distinguishes the crowd anomalies from normal 
cases. Based on the selected anomaly threshold, anomalies will be 
identified and the model’s performance is estimated by calculating the 
performance metrics (Accuracy and F-score). 

5.1.1. Single anomaly detection 
Fig. 13 shows the performance of the CLA-based HTM, using both 

scalar and coordinate encoders, k-NN-GAS, ICA-LoOP and SVD-IO in 
detecting crowd anomalies; using SIMCD-Single Anomaly dataset. It is 

apparent that both versions (Scalar and Coordinate) of the CLA model 
significantly outperform their counterparts for detecting single anoma-
lies. For example, CLA with Coordinate encoder improved the perfor-
mance by around 13% compared to KNN-GAS, ICA-LoOP and SVD-IO. 
Moreover, the Coordinate encoder outperforms the Scalar one by around 
7%. 

5.1.2. Multiple anomalies detection 
This experiment uses the SIMCD-Multiple Anomalies dataset to 

evaluate the performance of the CLA-based HTM, k-NN-GAS, ICA-LoOP 
and SVD-IO. Fig. 14 confirms the results found in Fig. 13, in the previous 
experiment, where the CLA models (using Scalar or Coordinate en-
coders) significantly outperform other anomaly detection counterparts. 
The CLA with the Coordinate encoder improved the performance by 
around 18% F-score compared to the kNN-GAS, ICA-LoOP and SVD-IO. 

5.2. Prediction experiments 

The crowd prediction experiments aim to predict a sequence of 
crowd severity levels; predicting 60 steps ahead. Fig. 15 shows the block 
diagram for the crowd prediction experiments. The experiments eval-
uate several sequence prediction models, CLA-based HTM and encoder- 
decoder Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM)-based models e.g., LSTM- 
LSTM, Convolutional Neural Network (CNN)-LSTM and ConvLSTM, 
using the SIMCD-Prediction 1 dataset. LSTM offers the ability for long- 
term dependencies to be modelled by means of gating mechanisms 
(Hochreiter & Schmidhuber, 1997). A CNN is another class of artificial 

Fig. 9. Relationships among different features of the SIMCD-Prediction 1.  
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neural networks that handles two-dimensional image data and can 
capture spatial properties of images and videos (LeCun et al., 1998). 
LSTM-LSTM architecture uses an LSTM network to act as an encoder and 
a decoder. CNN-LSTM architecture uses CNN network as an encoder for 

processing the sequence-based input, while LSTM acts as the decoder for 
CNN’s output. ConvLSTM uses convolutions of the input sequence to 
feed data into the encoder LSTM cells, which is different from using a 
complete CNN for the encoder. The LSTM-LSTM experiments have been 

Fig. 10. Summarised visualisations of all features of the SIMCD-Prediction 2.  

Fig. 11. Distribution of Speed, Heading and Density for each class of crowd severity levels using SIMCD-Prediction 2.  

Fig. 12. The experimental design for crowd anomaly detection.  
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conducted using online (to compare the results with the online CLA- 
based HTM) and offline modes. The online LSTM mode describes the 
case when the batch size is set to one, while in the offline LSTM, the 
batch size is greater than one and less than the size of the training 
dataset; a batch size of 20 has been used in the experiments. For the 
prediction model, the evaluation process follows the same procedure 
with data split between training and testing. Finally, the Accuracy and F- 
score metrics of the last item in a predicted sequence are used to eval-
uate the performance of the used prediction models. 

Fig. 16 shows the performance of the conducted crowd prediction 
experiments. By and large, the offline LSTM-based models outperform 
the online ones. The offline batch-based learning models using encoder- 
decoder LSTM-LSTM and ConvLSTM achieve higher F-score than the 
online CLA-based HTM. As can be seen in Fig. 16, the encoder-decoder 
LSTM-LSTM has achieved an F-score of 93.85%, ConvLSTM has ach-
ieved 94.07%, whereas the CLA-based HTM has scored 91.28%. In 
addition, the CLA-based HTM and CNN-LSTM demonstrate comparable 

performance, around 91% F-score; however, the CLA-based HTM model 
supports online learning. 

6. Conclusion 

Crowd datasets and specific crowd features originate either from real 
observations (natural setting or experiment) or by generating synthetic 
datasets. Several crowd management applications have used these 
datasets, including crowd anomaly detection, predictions, and activity 
analysis classification. The current study presented SIMulated Crowd 
Datasets (SIMCD) to be used for the development of crowd anomaly 
detection and prediction models. The MassMotion crowd simulation tool 
was employed to generate the developed datasets, where two crowd 
scenarios were simulated to allow study of their behaviour and anom-
alies. These crowd scenarios form the basis for identifying the main 
crowd features and generating the required synthetic crowd datasets. 
The simulated scenarios represent two anomalies: unidirectional with a 
Density-based single anomaly and unidirectional with Density- and 
Heading-based multiple anomalies. The paper demonstrated the work-
flow for generating the synthetic datasets, which consists of five main 
steps: (1) scenario and model design, (2) crowd model simulation, (3) 
model verification, (4) dataset generation and (5) dataset pre- 
processing. The generated data has been prepared by adding new fea-
tures such as density, level of crowdedness, and severity levels. The 
average density of pedestrians has set the level of crowdedness column: 
five classes, normal and abnormal events have been factored in. More-
over, the severity level, tied to density and heading, has also been 
identified. The paper introduced these features as ground truth for 
crowd anomaly detection and prediction datasets. The synthetically 
generated crowd dataset, SIMCD, would facilitate the development of 
crowd learning models; primarily to enable innovative models to be 
trained, tested, validated, and evaluated. 

As a future work suggestion, once we have access to real crowd data 
for the required scenario, we will focus on evaluating the performance of 
different anomaly detection models using both the real and the synthetic 
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Fig. 15. The experimental design for crowd prediction.  
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data that have been proposed in this paper. In addition, we will consider 
developing an online repository of both real and synthetic crowd data-
sets which would be of paramount importance. This online repository 
should provide easy access and a proper search mechanism for the 
crowd datasets. To create this repository, various subtasks need to be 
investigated, such as (1) Designing a confined structure for both real and 
synthetic crowd datasets with proper use of meta-information to facili-
tate the search functionality of these datasets, (2) Generating various 
synthetic crowd datasets that cover the critical scenarios for anomaly 
detection tasks, and (3) Applying generic pre-processing and data 
wrangling tasks as well as video analysis on existing visual real crowd 
datasets, so that they can be stored in the chosen confined structure. A 
carefully built online repository of crowd datasets would allow future 
crowd management research to proceed with more robust and realistic 
datasets. 
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